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 The critical consensus was that the film was a slight improvement over the first two films, but for all the reasons of plot and
direction as opposed to style and dialogue, this film suffered from its predecessors. Review aggregator website Rotten Tomatoes

gave the film a score of 32% based on reviews from 56 critics, with the consensus "Despite an engaging performance from
Brian Cox, Legend Of The Guardians is a much less impressive follow-up to his 2004 adventure." Box office Legend of the

Guardians opened at #1 at the North American box office, earning $18,892,525 USD in its opening weekend. The film grossed
a total of $64,785,322 USD domestically. The film's production budget was $150 million, with a net production budget of $145

million. Critical reception The film has a rating of 40% on Rotten Tomatoes based on 56 reviews. The consensus states
"Although the story is more interesting, Legend of the Guardians is still a fairly formulaic family adventure and is let down by a

lack of fresh ideas." Accolades Sequel In November 2009, the studio announced plans for a sequel called Legend of the
Guardians: The Owls of Ga'Hoole, which will be produced by StudioCanal and start shooting in 2011. References External links
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